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ABSTRACT: We probe the energetic landscape at a model pentacene/fullerene (C₆₀) interface to investigate the interactions between positive and negative charges, which are critical to the processes of charge separation and recombination in organic solar cells. Using a polarizable force field, we find that polarization energy, i.e., the stabilization a charge feels due to its environment, is larger at the interface than in the bulk for both a positive and a negative charge. The combination of the charge being more stabilized at the interface and the Coulomb attraction between the charges results in a barrier to charge separation at the pentacene/C₆₀ interface that can be in excess of 0.7 eV for static configurations of the donor and acceptor locations. However, the impact of molecular motions, i.e., the dynamics, at the interface at room temperature results in a distribution of polarization energies and in charge separation barriers that can be significantly reduced. The dynamic nature of the interface is thus critical, with the polarization energy distributions indicating that sites along the interface shift in time between favorable and unfavorable configurations for charge separation.
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INTRODUCTION

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) hold promise of providing large-area, low-cost solar energy conversion, with current multi-junction devices exceeding 13% power conversion efficiency,1,2 and single-layer devices now approaching 12%.3–5 The active layers of these devices typically consist of two components, an electron donor and an electron acceptor, either in a bilayer structure or as a blend termed a bulk heterojunction. Morphology plays a critical role in the efficiencies of the various electronic and optical processes involved in solar-cell operation, including optical absorption, exciton formation, exciton migration, exciton dissociation, charge recombination, charge transport, and charge collection.6 While the importance of the donor–acceptor interface has been acknowledged in previous investigations,7–15 of particular focus over the past few years has been the purity of the interface between the two materials. What was once thought to be fairly clear-cut interfaces between the donor and acceptor components has been replaced by a complex morphological picture that includes pure domains with different extents of ordered and disordered packing as well as intermixed regions of the two materials where charge generation primarily occurs.16–28

As we discussed recently,29 the energetic landscape at a surface (i.e., organic–vacuum interface) differs significantly from the bulk of a crystalline material. Furthermore, one would expect the addition of a second organic component to further complicate the landscape. In the bulk of an organic molecular crystal or at an organic–vacuum interface, all molecular sites are essentially identical, except for the difference in site energies due to nonequivalent molecules and dynamic fluctuations. In contrast, at organic–organic interfaces, the molecular sites reside in distinct environments, which will result in a distribution of site energies or polarization energies. Because of the anisotropic nature of the environment, the barrier to charge separation is expected to vary from molecular site to molecular site. Here, in order to better understand the
environment of charge carriers at the donor–acceptor interface and to determine the impact of molecular motions on the charge separation process, we use a combination of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations together with the methodology we developed for determining electronic polarization energy in organic molecular crystals. Our goal is to gain a picture of the energetic landscape at a disordered donor–acceptor interface and to investigate the landscape dynamics, i.e., how it changes with time.

We take the pentacene/C₆₀ interface as a representative model; see Figure 1. It is useful to recall that Verlaak et al., however, underlined that this is not necessarily the case, as the rate of charge recombination is calculated to be several orders-of-magnitude faster for the edge-on orientation.

This work is structured as follows. We begin by determining the polarization energy of a positive charge carrier in bulk pentacene and a negative charge carrier in bulk C₆₀ and obtain good agreement with experiment. To assess the impact of molecular orientation at an interface, we then consider model interfaces where pentacene is either face-on or edge-on. Finally, we examine a bilayer interface composed of bulk pentacene and C₆₀ to assess the polarization energy at molecular sites along the interface and into the bulk; we do so for not only static but also dynamic frameworks to determine how the polarization energy varies as a function of time. At sites along the interface, we evaluate the geminate pair energies, i.e., when the charges are allowed to interact, and the noninteracting electron–hole energies, i.e., the change in the energy of the system due to the presence of the hole and electron when they are unable to see each other, to examine the fluctuations with time of the barrier to charge separation.

### METHODOLOGY

All polarization energies were calculated via the AMOEBA force field of Ren and Ponder. The geometries of isolated pentacene molecules used for the AMOEBA force field parametrization, one-dimensional, stacked interfaces, and the unit cells that were replicated and from which spherical bulk clusters and slabs were extracted, for bulk and interfacial systems, respectively, were obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database (PENCEN). The Materials Studio 6.1 software suite was used to create a face-centered cubic C₆₀ packing configuration where \( \alpha = \beta = \gamma = 60^\circ \) and \( a = b = c = 9.843 \text{ Å} \) for the reduced cell and \( \alpha = \beta = \gamma = 90^\circ \) and \( a = b = c = 14.062 \text{ Å} \) for the conventional cell, mirroring the unit cell parameters reported by Ibers and co-workers (SOCTOT23) without the positional disorder present in the reported crystal structure.

To generate force field parameters, atom-centered multipole moments of the C₆₀ fullerenes and pentacene molecules were obtained with Stone’s GDMA program via distributed multipole analysis of the single-particle density matrices. To derive the density matrices, single-point energy calculations at the MP2/6-31+G(d,p) and DFT/B97D/6-31+G(d,p) level were performed on neutral, positively charged, and negatively charged pentacene, while single-point energy calculations at the DFT/B97D/6-31+G(d,p) level were completed for neutral and negatively charged C₆₀ using the Gaussian 09 software suite. Additional information on force-field parametrization is available in ref 29.

As a first step to exploring the effects of an organic–organic interface on the polarization energy due to an excess charge carrier, we determined the polarization energies of the respective bulk materials. In our previous investigations of electronic polarization energy, the parametrization of the electrostatic component of the AMOEBA force field was carried out via *ab initio* MP2 calculations followed by a distributed multipole analysis (DMA) to generate atom-centered multipole moments. As shown in Figure S1, this parameterization procedure leads to the excess charge in the anion becoming localized to one portion of the C₆₀ molecule. To obtain a charge distribution in which the charge is delocalized across the entirety of C₆₀ as one would expect from previous theoretical studies, the polarization of the electrostatic component was carried out using density functional theory at the B97D level. This method results in the negative charge of the C₆₀ radical anion being evenly distributed across the entire molecule; the charge distributions for the radical-anion and radical-cation states of pentacene, as in the MP2 calculations, are distributed symmetrically across the entire molecule. Additional details of the validation of this new parametrization procedure are available in the Supporting Information.

Considering a given cluster of molecules, the polarization energy is calculated using the Lyons model:

\[
P_s = IE_a - IE_s
\]

where \( P_s \) is the polarization energy due to a positive charge and \( IE \) is the solid-state or gas-phase ionization energy, respectively; there exists an analogous equation for the polarization due to a negative charge, \( P_s \), involving the electron affinities. The bulk polarization energy is determined by increasing the radius of spherical clusters and plotting the calculated polarization energies versus \( 1/N \), where \( N \) is the number of molecules in the cluster, and extrapolating to an infinite system size.
Model one-dimensional (1D) interfaces were constructed using the isolated geometries from above, wherein each pentacene or C_{60} was replicated along one dimension to give a stacked interface in either a face-on or edge-on configuration (Figure 2). While both of these configurations differ significantly from what is observed for the actual materials (i.e., within layers pentacene packs in a herringbone fashion and molecules do not sit perfectly on top of one another), these simplified interfaces allow for the limit of perfect order to be probed without introducing the complexity of molecular rotation. Molecules within the 1D interfaces are separated by 3.5 Å with a 3.5 Å separation at the pentacene/C_{60} interface. Additionally, possible band bending at the interface and sites in layers moving away from the bulk were then considered for the polarization energy and induced-dipole interactions. As a consequence, the polarization energy is determined mainly by induced-dipole interactions, though it is important to point out that higher-order charge-permanent multipole interactions occur. If one assumes an equal but oppositely signed charge distribution for the C_{60} anion and cation, then it is expected that $P_+ = P_-$, which is one of the limits found experimentally (we note that, if the charge distributions are not equivalent and such that the cation is delocalizing more than the anion, a situation where $P_+ > P_-$ would result due to larger induced dipoles near the regions with larger charge density). Indeed, we find that the charge distributions for the hole and electron are similar and opposite in sign. This results in a calculated polarization energy due to a negative charge carrier in C_{60} to be nearly equivalent to the polarization due to a positive charge carrier, 0.72 and 0.75 eV, respectively.

Experimentally, if we take for the polarization energy due to a negative charge carrier on a C_{60} molecule ($P_{+C_{60}}$) the value of 1.4 eV at which $P_{+C_{60}} = P_{-C_{60}}$ there is an estimated difference of about 0.2 eV with the polarization energy due to a positive charge carrier in pentacene ($P_{+C_{5}}$), 1.6 eV. Using our model, we calculated each of the respective bulk polarization energies through extrapolation of the polarization energy of finite clusters. We find that the polarization energy of a positive charge carrier in pentacene (0.99 eV) is calculated to be some 0.27 eV larger than that of a negative charge carrier in C_{60} (0.72 eV); see Figure 3. This is in general agreement with the calculations of D’Avino and co-workers, who applied both microelectrostatic and semiempirical models to the bulk of pentacene and C_{60} and obtained differences, $P_{+C_{5}} - P_{-C_{60}}$ of 0.07 and 0.16 eV, respectively, and the work of Gorczak et al. who determined a difference of 0.31 eV.
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**Figure 2.** (Top) Face-on pentacene/C_{60} and (bottom) edge-on pentacene/C_{60} one-dimensional interfaces together with the numbering of the molecular sites. Note that only the six closest molecules to the interface have been considered for the polarization energy and induced-dipole calculations as additional molecules introduce artifacts from the organic–vacuum interface at the edges of the systems.
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**Figure 3.** Electronic polarization energies for a positive charge in pentacene (black) and negative charge in C_{60} (red).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Bulk Polarization Energy.** Since pentacene acts as an electron donor and C_{60} acts as an electron acceptor in the systems we wish to investigate, we first determine the bulk polarization energy due to a positive charge in pentacene and a negative charge in C_{60} via our revised parameterization procedure. While there have been a number of studies to determine the polarization energy due to a positive charge in pentacene, evaluations of the polarization energy in C_{60} due to a positive or negative charge have been limited to the investigations of Sato and co-workers and of Yoshida, who evaluated the polarization energy in a series of fullerences. Using the gas-phase and solid-state ionization energies determined by Lichtenberger and co-workers, $P_{+C_{60}}$ is 1.1–1.4 eV; by comparison to available gas-phase electron affinity (EA) data, $P_{+C_{5}}$, is in the range of 1.4–1.6 eV; that is, it is either equal to or greater by up to 0.5 eV than $P_{+C_{60}}$. These numbers suggest that $P_{+} \geq P_{-}$ in C_{60} which is opposite of the trend observed for the unsubstituted linear oligoacenes, i.e., $P_{-} < P_{+}$. This results from the absence of a molecular quadrupole in C_{60} and, thus, no contribution from charge-permanent quadrupole interactions. As a consequence, the polarization energy is determined mainly by induced-dipole interactions, though it is important to point out that higher-order charge-permanent multipole interactions occur. If one assumes an equal but oppositely signed charge distribution for the C_{60} anion and cation, then it is expected that $P_{+} = P_{-}$, which is one of the limits found experimentally (we note that, if the charge distributions are not equivalent and such that the cation is delocalizing more than the anion, a situation where $P_{+} > P_{-}$ would result due to larger induced dipoles near the regions with larger charge density). Indeed, we find that the charge distributions for the hole and electron are similar and opposite in sign. This results in a calculated polarization energy due to a negative charge carrier in C_{60} to be nearly equivalent to the polarization due to a positive charge carrier, 0.72 and 0.75 eV, respectively.

Experimentally, if we take for the polarization energy due to a negative charge carrier on a C_{60} molecule ($P_{-C_{60}}$) the value of 1.4 eV at which $P_{+C_{60}} = P_{-C_{60}}$ there is an estimated difference of about 0.2 eV with the polarization energy due to a positive charge carrier in pentacene ($P_{+C_{5}}$), 1.6 eV. Using our model, we calculated each of the respective bulk polarization energies through extrapolation of the polarization energy of finite clusters. We find that the polarization energy of a positive charge carrier in pentacene (0.99 eV) is calculated to be some 0.27 eV larger than that of a negative charge carrier in C_{60} (0.72 eV); see Figure 3. This is in general agreement with the calculations of D’Avino and co-workers, who applied both microelectrostatic and semiempirical models to the bulk of pentacene and C_{60} and obtained differences, $P_{+C_{5}} - P_{-C_{60}}$ of 0.07 and 0.16 eV, respectively, and the work of Gorczak et al. who determined a difference of 0.31 eV.
Band Bending in One-Dimensional Stacks. To compare with previous theoretical results and provide an additional step of validation for our model,9,10 we evaluated the band bending in the one-dimensional donor−acceptor chains illustrated in Figure 2. These 1D chains also allow us to use a step-up approach and examine how the interactions change as the complexity of the system increases. Within 1D model interfaces, we chose to have each molecule separated by 3.5 Å, so as to be consistent with the work of Idé et al.57 We begin with a neutral system and then place a charge on either pentacene (site 1) or C60 (site −1) at the interface and move the charge to the nearest-neighbor away from the interface. At each site, the IE or EA is calculated as a function of molecular position (Figure 4). The same plot as a function of distance rather than site is available in Figure S2. There is a destabilization of the electron on C60 as it is moved toward the interface for both orientations of pentacene, with the face-on pentacene configuration presenting a larger destabilization. This is a result of the larger interactions between a charge on C60 and the quadrupole on pentacene in the face-on orientation and the increased magnitude of the induced dipoles, as previously reported by Linares et al.9 Also note, as we have recently shown,29 that for the model chain of edge-on pentacenes, which is similar to the interlayer packing in bulk pentacene (packing along the c-axis), the band bending and thus the polarization energy changes very little after moving one layer from the interface (i.e., sites other than 1 or 2). For the face-on orientation, which is somewhat similar to the intralayer packing (ab-plane), the band bending falls off much more slowly, not saturating until the charge is on site-5 for pentacene; this is consistent with the behavior observed in the bulk, where the polarization energy does not stabilize until about 4 nm (∼10 molecular sites in pentacene) from the charge carrier.30 For pentacene, there is also a qualitative change in the band bending since a hole is destabilized at the interface for a face-on pentacene interface and stabilized at the edge-on interface. Again, this results from the change in charge−quadrupole interactions; in the edge-on orientation, the positively charged pentacene interacts with small positive quadrupoles on the neighboring pentacene while in the face-on orientation the charged pentacene interacts with a large negative quadrupole.57 Thus, as the charge moves away from the interface in the edge-on system, there are additional destabilizing like-signed charge−quadrupole interactions, while in the face-on interfaces there are additional stabilizing opposite-signed charge−quadrupole interactions.

Looking more closely at the neutral systems, there is an induced dipole at the interface due to the quadrupole moment of pentacene, as discussed by Idé et al.57 This induced dipole not only impacts the molecules at the interface but also induces dipole moments along the chain although with lessening strength as one moves away from the interface. Depending on the orientation of the pentacenes, the direction of the induced dipole is different as the sign of the quadrupole component closest to C60 changes, i.e., the induced dipole points toward the C60 bulk for face-on pentacene and toward the pentacene bulk for edge-on pentacene (Figure 5). Also note that the induced dipole is an order-of-magnitude smaller for the edge-on pentacene configuration, a result of the small quadrupole moment and larger distance between additional atom-centers.

**Figure 4.** Shift in the ionization energy of pentacene (blue) and electron affinity of C60 (red) for an edge-on pentacene/C60 interface (left) and face-on pentacene/C60 interface (right). A more negative value for the EA represents a larger, i.e., more stabilizing, EA. For the IE, a more positive value represents a larger IE, i.e., less stabilizing.

**Figure 5.** Induced dipoles on pentacene (blue) and C60 (red) at a model one-dimensional interface in the absence of any net charge, where each molecular site is separated by 3.5 Å in an edge-on orientation (top) and a face-on orientation (bottom). Inset: Illustration of the orientation of the induced dipoles of the interfacial molecules and representation of the molecular systems.
Thus, in the case of the model, highly ordered one-dimensional chains, it is found that the driving force for charges to move away from the interface is small for the edge-on pentacene orientation and quite large for the face-on orientation. These differences stem from a combination of permanent multipole and induced-dipole contributions. If the orientation of just a few molecules presents such pronounced effects on a charge at the interface, then the effects of many additional neighbors, resulting in variations in the electrostatic environment of each molecule, should be expected to have an important impact.

Polarization Energy and Induced Dipoles in Model Bilayer Interfaces. We now consider the polarization energies due to the presence of either a single positive or negative at an idealized edge-on pentacene/C₆₀ interface, created by layering crystalline surfaces of pentacene and C₆₀ followed by minimization using the MM3 force field to optimize the intermolecular separation distances at the interface; see Figure S3. Even when examining such a static model interface, it is readily seen in Figure 6 that there is a broad range of polarization energies within the interfacial layers of pentacene and C₆₀, making each site distinctive. For pentacene, the polarization energy due to a positive charge carrier in a 4 nm radius cluster ranges from 0.76 to 0.92 eV, while a negative charge carrier in C₆₀ has a polarization stabilization between 0.56 and 0.81 eV. The 0.2 to 0.3 eV range in polarization energy between sites suggests that the electrostatic environment of each molecule varies significantly due to the presence and packing configurations of the additional organic material.

The MD simulations of Fu et al. showed that the pentacene/(001)/C₆₀ interface (i.e., a face-on type interface) is more complex than is typically accounted for, with the pentacene molecules migrating from the interfacial layer to the divots between the neighboring C₆₀ molecules, resulting in a mixed, disordered interface. To provide a more complete picture than the static interface composed of two slabs brought to close contact, the MM3 force field was used for MD simulations to model a disordered interface due to the dynamic processes that occur at room temperature. The C₆₀ molecules are found to take on a hexagonal close packing configuration as reported previously.

We considered 25 C₆₀ and 71 pentacene molecules at the interface, extracted from a single MD snapshot after equilibration was reached, for comparison to the molecular-mechanics minimized static interface and analysis of how the interface changes after 1 ns of simulation at 300 K. Note that the molecular sites are not identical, as highlighted by the large variation in the induced dipole for sites along the interface (Figure 7). Note, also, that there does not appear to be a correlation between the sign and magnitude of the induced dipole of a specific site and other sites that are similar via visual inspection. The largest qualitative difference between the minimized slab interface and the interface after being treated by MD is the narrowing of the distribution of site polarization energies at the interface and an increase in the average difference between the polarization energies due to a positive or negative charge (0.14 eV, minimized; 0.21 eV, dynamic); the average polarization energy due to each charge type also increases by 0.1 eV. This indicates that during the MD simulations the thermal fluctuations act to minimize the overall differences among molecular sites, while still keeping them distinct. It is interesting to note that, while the site polarization energies are more uniform in the MD snapshot, the sites display a large number of configurations, including pentacene...
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C60 slab, the negative charge is more stabilized at the interface. The quadrupole component of the pentacene is pointed toward the less well separated than in pentacene. Since the positive hexagonal closed packed configuration results in layers that are less well separated than in pentacene, the polarization energy changes as a function of molecular layer; see Figure 8. First focusing on pentacene, we observe that the polarization energy at the interface is lower than the bulk (0.95 eV, pentacene; 0.76 eV, pentacene/C60 interface). In contrast to an organic-vacuum interface, where the average polarization energy is lower than the bulk (0.07 eV in tetracene), the average polarization energy (1.00 eV, pentacene; 0.80 eV, C60) at the considered organic-organic interface is larger than in the bulk (0.95 eV, pentacene; 0.76 eV, C60). At the organic-vacuum interface, there is a reduction in the amount of stabilizing polarizable material and destabilizing permanent quadrupoles resulting in a net smaller polarization energy, while at the pentacene/C60 interface, a polarizable material (i.e., C60) is still present, but the destabilizing permanent quadrupoles that would have otherwise been present due to pentacene have been removed. Thus, there is a net increase in the polarization energy of sites along the pentacene/C60 interface.

A similar trend is seen on the C60 side of the interface. However, the polarization does not stabilize until the charge moves three layers away from the interface because the hexagonal closed packed configuration results in layers that are less well separated than in pentacene. Since the positive quadrupole component of the pentacene is pointed toward the C60 slab, the negative charge is more stabilized at the interface than in the bulk, which increases the polarization energy due to a negative charge at the interface, as observed for the one-dimensional systems.

While examining a single snapshot gives a picture of the disorder present at the interface at a single instance in time, we also follow the individual sites in time to determine how the dynamic nature of the environment of individual sites impacts the site polarization energies (Figure 9). We note the dynamic nature of the environment of individual sites impacts the disorder may also be determined, as Tummala et al. have recently done for a series of fullerenes, although this is outside the scope of the current investigation. Snapshots were taken at 0.5 ps intervals where the polarization energy at five C60 sites and 19 pentacene sites was followed; each collection of sites on either side of the interface occupies a similar area. Compared to the single snapshot, the polarization energy distributions over the whole timespan are larger (the P− distribution is 5% larger and the P+ distribution is 30% larger), indicating that the environment of the pentacene sites vary much more than that of the C60 sites. While it is not unexpected that the polarization energy can vary by a large amount from site to site since the environment of each site is distinct, the large amount over which each individual site may change is an important feature. For C60, the polarization energy of a given site is observed to vary by as much as 9% (0.07 eV) with respect to its smallest polarization energy, while the polarization energy of pentacene sites can vary by up to 12% (0.12 eV).

Interface Impact on Charge Separation. The process of exciton dissociation and charge separation is a highly debated topic in the literature. The barrier, or lack thereof, to charge separation has been the focus of numerous articles with reports of barriers as large as 1.4 eV for charge separation in Alq3 thin films to barriers of less than 10 meV in polymer/fullerene blends, where the charge carriers are expected to be largely delocalized. Theoretical investigations report similar charge separation barriers and give insight into how intermolecular interactions affect this barrier: (i) Yost and Van Voorhis showed that, by modifying the bulk dielectric, molecular packing, and molecular multipole moments, the barrier to charge separation can be modified by shifting the direction and amount of band bending at the interface, which provides a driving force for charge separation; (ii) the interface geometry has been a significant focus of the work of Heremans and co-workers, who report the barrier to charge separation at model pentacene/C60 interfaces to vary from 0.0 to 0.4 eV as a function of pentacene orientation; (iii) on the other hand, Grozema and co-workers report a barrier to charge separation in an edge-on pentacene/C60 interface to be as large as 0.85 eV. When a hole and electron are present at the interface, there are several interactions that occur: (i) Coulombic interactions between hole and electron; (ii) charge-permanent multipole interactions and charge-induced-dipole interactions between...
the charged molecules and their respective bulks; 
(iii) so-called mutual interactions due to the pentacene bulk seeing the negatively charged C60 and the C60 bulk seeing the positively charged pentacene, as well as the static and induced electrostatic interactions between the pentacene and C60 slabs that are not charged.

To provide insight into the charge separation process and the importance of accounting for the mutual interactions in addition to the Coulombic interactions, we have examined both an interacting electron–hole pair and a noninteracting electron–hole pair. The energy of a Coulombically bound electron–hole pair ($E_{EH}$) is defined as

$$E_{EH} = \Delta E_{\text{pair}} - IE_{\text{gas}} - EA_{\text{gas}}$$  (2)

where $\Delta E_{\text{pair}}$ is the change in energy of the system between the presence of the charge pair and the absence of the charge pair. The energy of a noninteracting electron–hole pair ($E_{NI-EH}$), that is when the electron and hole do not see each other, is simply the sum of the polarization energies:

$$E_{NI-EH} = P_+ + P_-$$  (3)

where $P_+$ and $P_-$ may either correspond to the bulk or the interface. The comparison of $E_{EH}$ and $E_{NI-EH}$ allows the determination of the amount of mutual interaction. As we have done with the polarization energy of different molecular sites, we tracked each of these quantities along a MD trajectory to determine how the electrostatic environment of the electron–hole pair changes at a disordered interface as a function of time.

Note that there are three primary configurations of pentacene and C60 at the pentacene/C60 interface: a first one (Figure 10, left) where C60 sits directly on top of a pentacene, a second one (Figure 10, middle) where C60 sits above three neighboring pentacenes, and a third configuration (Figure 10, right) where a pentacene sits in the space below three C60 molecules.

Looking first, for simplicity, at a single snapshot from the MD trajectory and comparing the sites within this single frame, we observe that the charge separation barrier for an electron–hole pair ($E_{CS-EH}$), defined as the difference in $E_{EH}$ evaluated at the interface and in the bulk, ranges from 0.70 to 0.76 eV. These values fall between the previously reported barriers of Grozema and co-workers (0.85 eV) and Heremans and co-workers (0.44 eV). Although the reported values cover a wide range of energies, it is important to note the differences in these models; while our results agree well with those of Grozema and co-workers, the microelectrostatic model underestimates the charge-separation barrier. This is likely due to two factors: (i) the submolecular representation of pentacene (described via five points) and C60 (described by 12 points in the microelectrostatic model), where these approximations in fact lead to an overestimation of the polarizability of the molecules and cause the respective bulk regions to overstabilize the excess charges, allowing for more facile charge separation; and (ii) the treatment of Heremans and co-workers, which makes use of finite-sized spheres that are estimated to introduce approximately 10% error into the charge-induced dipole interactions.

By also evaluating the barrier for charge separation in a noninteracting electron–hole pair ($E_{CS,NI-EH}$), that is the difference between $E_{NI-EH}$ evaluated at the interface and in the bulk, we can determine the magnitude of the Coulomb and mutual interactions that are key to properly describing the evolution from a Coulombically bound electron–hole pair to...
free charge carriers in the bulk. Looking at the same set of donor—acceptor sites as the interacting electron—hole pairs, we determine $E_{\text{CSNI-EH}}$ to vary by as much as 0.13 eV from site-to-site and become as small as 0.02 eV. The fact that $E_{\text{CSNI-EH}}$ never becomes negative, although it does come within thermal energy at room temperature (0.025 eV), highlights that, in the case of the pentacene(001)/C$_{60}$ interface, the hole and electron are more stabilized at the interface than in the bulk.

By comparing $E_{\text{CSH}}$ and $E_{\text{CSNI-EH}}$, the mutual interaction contribution, resulting from the hole, electron, and respective bulks interacting, to charge separation may be quantified. These mutual interactions account for the majority of the barrier to charge separation for the interacting pair, upward of 90% of $E_{\text{CSH}}$. Thus, it is the change in inductive and electrostatic interactions of the environment when the two opposite charges are near each other that dictates the charge separation barrier. To minimize the barrier to charge separation, it is then necessary to reduce the contributions from these mutual interactions. One approach is the use of a face-on pentacene orientation; however, as stated earlier, such an orientation has been theoretically calculated to cause a large increase in the rate of charge recombination.

This single, static picture, though, does not fully comprehend the complexity of the pentacene/C$_{60}$ interface, as the individual molecules move in time. For any given site, we observe that $E_{\text{CSH}}$ varies by as much as 0.17 eV, nearly as much as the largest differences in $E_{\text{CSH}}$ observed for all sites over a range of 10 ps (0.18 eV from 0.63 to 0.81 eV, Figure 11). This large variation in the barrier to charge separation, while not large enough to suggest barrier-less charge separation at the pentacene/C$_{60}$ interface, must be considered in addition to static pictures of the charge-separation energy. Furthermore, we can separate the pentacene/C$_{60}$ pairs into two groups: (i) pentacenes that remain in the edge-on orientation with the neighboring fullerenes (Figure 10, left and center); (ii) pentacenes that intercalate (at least partially) into the fullerene layer (Figure 10, right). The edge-on pentacenes have limited movement (vibration within the layer), as they are constrained to the pentacene layer. Thus, the change in charge separation for these sites is relatively small, about 0.09 eV.

On the other hand, those pentacenes that are able to move partially into the fullerene layer experience a significant change in charge separation barrier. Over a period of about 7 ps, the pentacene can slide away from the pentacene interface, where the charge separation barrier is at a minimum due to the large distance between the hole and electron, to a position where approximately one fused ring is out of the pentacene layer, protruding into the C$_{60}$ layer. At this latter position, the charge separation barrier becomes large due to the closer proximity of the hole and electron. The pentacene can then translate back down to the pentacene layer. Along this course of motion, the charge-separation barrier can change by almost 0.2 eV (Figure S4).

This motion provides a more complex picture of charge separation in these systems by opening additional pathways for consideration. From a positively minded perspective, one could envision a scenario where a charge transfer state is formed when the pentacene is in a partially intercalated state, leading to a maximized electronic coupling; then, as the pentacene moves back into the pentacene domain, the hole can partially delocalize within this layer and the barrier to charge separation is reduced allowing for more easy separation of the hole and electron into free charge carriers.

### SYNOPSIS

Through a combination of quantum-mechanics calculations and molecular-dynamics simulations, we have investigated the effect of the bulk organic material and of an organic—organic interface on the energy of an excess charge carrier. By using molecular dynamics simulations, we have shown that a simple static picture of the interface between two organic slabs is not sufficient to properly describe the dynamic nature of these complex interfaces present in the active layers of OPV devices. In the bulk materials, we calculate that a positive charge in pentacene is more stabilized by its environment than a negative charge in C$_{60}$ (by about 0.27 eV), in agreement with available experimental estimates; for both pentacene and C$_{60}$ a positive excess charge is more stabilized, i.e., has a larger polarization energy, at the interface than in the bulk, in contrast to the behavior observed at an organic—vacuum interface.

Moving beyond simply gluing two organic slabs together, we examined a bulk edge-on pentacene/C$_{60}$ interface after 1 ns of molecular dynamics simulation at room temperature to determine how the energetic landscape changes in time. From the results of these MD simulations, we obtain that:

- Each site along the interface feels a unique electrostatic environment that determines its polarization energy and results from the instantaneous positions of all neighboring molecules.
- There exists a distribution of polarization energies at the interface, in contrast to the bulk where each site is essentially equivalent.
- In general, an excess charge at the pentacene/C$_{60}$ interface is more stabilized than in the bulk; however, since the electrostatic environment of each site can change significantly in time, this does not always hold true.
- The barrier to charge separation for an electron—hole pair at the pentacene(001)/C$_{60}$ interface is about 0.75 eV but can vary by as much as 25% for a given site in time.

Thus, a major conclusion that can be drawn is that the dynamic nature of the interface results in large changes in the energetic landscape on a short time scale, which must be accounted for in discussions of charge separation in OPV devices.

Our work underlines that the energetic landscape at a bilayer interface is more complex than is often considered, with the environment of each molecular site changing considerably over time. While the charge separation energies that we have reported here would seem to indicate that efficient charge separation is not possible in such bilayer configurations, we note that there are several effects that would act to reduce or negate this large barrier:

(i) As has been recently shown, the static multipole moments at the interface can be tuned to promote efficient charge separation and lead to high-performance OPV devices.
(ii) By increasing the dimensionality of the charge transport in the active materials of OPVs, the entropy of the system can increase and result in more efficient charge separation.
(iii) Charge delocalization would increase the mean distance between charge centers; thus, delocalization combined with the changing barrier to charge separation, due to motions in and out of the molecular plane, can act to decrease the magnitude of the charge-separation barrier.
Indeed, there are a number of interactions and phenomena that must be considered and accounted for in an integrated model if we are to understand in detail the processes that occur at organic–organic interfaces.
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Note that previous electronic-structure calculations have shown the calculated charge distribution of fullerene anion to be highly sensitive to the amount of included Hartree–Fock exchange.


We note that there is an approximately 10% error associated with using the polarization energy of a finite-sized sphere instead of the extrapolated values, as is typically done for the bulk, in this analysis.


